FILE OR REG. NO. 279-3053

PETITION OR EXP. PERMIT NO. 

DATE DIVISION RECEIVED 1/13/87

DATE OF SUBMISSION 11/2/87

DATE SUBMISSION ACCEPTED

TYPE PRODUCT(S): I, D, (H) F, N, R, S

DATA ACCESSION NO(S). RECORD NO. 2/0062

PRODUCT MGR. NO. 25

PRODUCT NAME(S) Command

COMPANY NAME FMC Corp.

SUBMISSION PURPOSE revised labeling for drift precautions
(windspeed to 10 mph + drift reducing additive)

CHEMICAL & FORMULATION 2-(3-Chlorophenyl)-methyl-4H-dimethyl-
3-isoxazolidine, 47.1% liquid
(4 lbs active/gal)

The proposed label revisions are acceptable based upon the submitted justification.

C. Smee 12/21/87

TSS FHB

RD (TS-7676)